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GRANT SCHOOL SITE COUNCIL MEETING
MINUTES

3:00 PM - 4:30 PM
Via Zoom

Date: MONDAY, JANUARY 25, 2021

● Welcome and Introductions

● Public Comment

○ Review and Approval of Minutes

● ELAC

○ Grant DELAC representative, Alicia Mignano, shared some updates from

recent meetings.

● District and School Site Initiatives:

○ Comprehensive School Safety Plan Presentation

● Principal Fuhrer presented the Comprehensive School Site

Safety Plan and helped SSC members understand the many

components of the plan.

● The plan was also presented last Thursday in an open

meeting that included representatives from all groups (SSC,

PTA, School Staff, ELAC/DLAC)

● Vote to approve safety plan → All members of SSC

approved the plan unanimously.

■ Discussion

■ Vote to Approve - Unanimous to approve

○ Distance Learning Plus



■ Principal Fuhrer provided a brief update as to the process of

organizing a Distance Learning Plus plan and where the district and

school is in that process.

○ Science Lab Improvements

■ “Stretch Grant” from SMEF has been paying for Star Science when

we are in person. For distance learning, instead of paying for this

since it was mostly prerecorded videos, teachers have been doing

science in the classroom.

■ Principal Fuhrer would like to make sure that we still use the

Education Foundation “Stretch Grant” for science since that’s what

our parents have expected.

● Principal Fuhrer intends for the school to use this money to

upgrade the science/STEM lab and move towards the

creation of a maker’s space (what do we need and where do

we get it?)

● A science lab committee is being formed in order to figure

out how to create this space in the next few weeks so that

we have access to this year’s budget.

● There was a discussion about the various models of

providing science instruction including contracting with a

retired science teacher.

● Principal Fuhrer called for a vote for:

○ approval to use the “stretch grant” towards supporting

the remodeling of the lab and possibly finding a



dedicated science person to support science

instruction at Grant (possibly someone recently retired

in the district?)

○ The vote was unanimous to spend the Stretch Grant

funds on science lab improvements and to move

forward with investigating contracting with a science

instructor. This person would not be a SMMUSD

employee.

● Other Items  -

○ No other items.

● Adjournment at 4:30 pm


